Updates
● Cohort information
● Staffing - in progress
● Staggered start
● Transportation
● Next Steps
Cohort Information

- Will be shared Tomorrow- Thursday 9/4
- Worked hard to balance the numbers
- RLA will also be notified of enrollment
- Worked to ensure accuracy of enrollment numbers
- Teacher information may be dependent on hiring
Staffing

- Positions Posted
- Fast track hiring process
- Many needs - please check School Spring
- Paraprofessionals are needed
Staggered Start- Why to ensure protocols and traffic patterns

- All Students Except Kindergarten will start Remote until in-person Hybrid days begin.

- Remote Learning Academy Begins Remote on September 17th
- September 17-22: Kindergarten Screening, 8:30-3:00

- Thurs. September 17: Cohort F students (high needs) and Pre-school students start in-person 4 days a week. All other students in grades 1-12 begin remote learning.

- Mon. September 21: Transition Grades (Grades 1, 2, 6, and 9) Students start hybrid in-person. All other students continue remote learning.

- Thurs. September 24: Kindergarten Gold Cohort Hybrid in-person starts (Th/Fri) the Blue cohort (Mon/ Tuesday) will start remotely.

- Mon. September 28: The remaining grades start hybrid in-person by cohort.

* This plan is contingent upon staffing and other factors beyond our control*
* Adjustments may be necessary!***
A Staggered Start
What this means for Families

- Many will be remote until September 28th
- We will need to get materials out to families- stay tuned
- Staffing levels may influence this plan going forward
Transportation

- Still processing routes
- Routes may change please check when published
- New requests are added to a wait list
Next Steps

- Personnel Ask and Budget
- Teacher assignments done but may need adjusting
- Student Cohorts and Assignments- Tomorrow
- Hiring, Hiring, Hiring
- Entry and Dismissal schedules building procedures
- Bus assignments (seats) - Late
- Extended Day - After school/remote days
In Closing - Remember
● This situation is **Fluid and Difficult**
● Working as fast as we can - Please be patient
● We will not be able to meet requests and continue to move forward
● We continue to receive new mandates and expectations
● Simply - more staff is needed to socially distance in the classroom and instruct remotely at the same time.